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Le al theorists have been interpreting First Amendment 

ested in these theoretical presentations have been pleased 
with liberal interpretations because these interpretations 
allegedly offer expansive protections for freedom of the 
ress. The work of the four major theorists examined 1 ere, however, offers something else as well: an underly- 

ing assumption of press responsibility, which could, if 
adopted by the court system, result in restrictions on free- 
dom of the press. For the press, much is given in the First 
Amendment, but, apparently, much is also expected. 

>The first amendment to the U.S. Constitution, according to the famil- 
iar liberal tradition, protects the press from intervention by govern- 
ment. Because that protection is so important to our system of democ- 
racy, it has been taken to mean that the press is free to do as it wishes, 
for to require it do to anything40 print certain information, to refrain 
from acting in a certain way-would irreparably damage its freedom. 
The press, it has been written, ‘has the right to be irresponsible.”’ This 
interpretation of the First Amendment traditionally has been based on 
the ‘marketplace of ideas” model, articulations of which can be found in 
John Milton’s Areopogitica, John Stuart Mill’s On Liberty, and in Justice 
Oliver Wendell Holmes’ opinion in Abrams u United States, where he 
wrote: =[T]he ultimate good desired is better reached by free trade in 
ideas-that the best test of truth is the power of the thought to get itself 
accepted in the competition of the market...”’ Thus, the ideal of the 
First Amendment, as presented by the marketplace model, is that 
speech and press are protected in order to aid society in the search for 
truth. A necessary consequence of that protection, however, is that the 
press cannot be forced to assist in that search. 

The notion that society will be better off if expression is protected 
underlies traditional, or liberal, First Amendment theory. Although 

rig a ts and protections for years, and most scholars inter- 
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there are many varied theories of F i t  Amendment protection under 
the overall liberal umbrella, all agree that protection of speech and 
press are rights carried by individuals. And all see speech and press as 
rights to be defended against the government. Those are two funda- 
mental concepts brought to 20thcentury liberal theories of the First 
Amendment, and they form the base upon which the four theories 
examined here rest. while all four in some way critique the market- 
place of ideas model, each is based in some way upon that theory; each 
uses it as a reference point and as a foundation. And each, theoretically, 
subscribes to the idea that the press is free to be irresponsible. Yet as 
will be shown, each of the four theories has inherent expectations of 
press responsibility. But surprisingly, the “affirmative” theories of 
Zechariah Chafee and Thomas Emerson, which might be expeded to 
exhibit definitive requirements of responsible behavior by the press, 
actually call for very little. Vincent Blasi and Edwin Baker, on the other 
hand, who might be expected to require less responsibility of the press 
than Chafee and Emerson, in fact demand a great deal more. All four, 
however, clearly outline minimum standards of responsibility for the 
press, standards that conflict with the traditional marketplace interpre 
tation of the Fit Amendment. 

That the First Amendment as interpreted by these four scholars can 
and does demand some responsibility of the press has tremendous 
potential impact upon the functioning of the media in the United States. 
The American court system tends to use traditional First Amendment 
interpretation to guide its rulings on the press. Thus the U.S. Supreme 
Court, like these four legal scholars, could h d  that the media are not 
free to do completely as they choose by relyhg upon the underlying 
assumption within First Amendment interpretation that the media 
should and can be required to act responsibly. First Amendment protec- 
tion, as interpreted by these four theorists at least, is therefore perhaps 
not as strong as it might seem. 

This article will examine four First Amendment theories, each 
grounded in the liberal, rights-based tradition of Milton, Mill and 
Holmes, to determine how these theories view press responsibility. 
Even in the midst of arguments favoring a free press, these theories 
present a picture of how the press ought to be-what putpose it has and 
what its responsibilities are. The claim here is not that the liberal tradi- 
tion as a whole has a single binding theory of press responsibility; 
rather, it is that each subtheory exhibits its own understanding of the 
roles and responsibility of the press. 

The four First Amendment theories investigated are not meant to 
represent inclusively the liberal tradition for, with the exception of the 
shared foundation mentioned above, there is no truly representative 
theory. They do, however, represent various aspects of the liberal tradi- 
tion. Zechariah Chafee, Thomas Emerson, Vincent Blasi and Edwin 
Baker were chosen primarily because each, within his general First 
Amendment theory, has written specifically on the press’s constitutional 
protection and the role of the press in society.’ 
The Affirmative Theories-Zechariah Chafee and the Hutchins Cornmission 
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Perhaps the first affirmative theory of the First Amendment comes 

from the work of the Commission on Freedom of the Press-the 
Hutchins Commission-and specifically from Commission member 
Zechariah Chafee Jr. The Commission had been asked to examine the 
state of press freedom in the United States shortly after World War 11. 
Chafee, by that time already a prominent First Amendment scholar, pre  
vided a legal voice on t h e  Commission. Government and Muss 
Communicutions' was originally published by the Commission in 1947 
and provides an early articulation of the affirmative view of the Fust 
Amendment, reflecting the views of the Commission as a whole as well 
as of Chafee individually? 

Chafee's theory relies heavily upon the marketplace of ideas and its 
proposition that a free and open debate on public issues is a reason for 
First Amendment protection. He states his position early: 'I share the 
general position of Milton and Mill about the great value of open discus 
sion to society.n' Chafee believes that the government is to intervene on 
a limited basis to enable the marketplace of ideas to function as best it 
can. As with the economic market, government regulation of the media 
is needed to correct problems such as monopoly, supply and pricing so 
that consumers of information can make good decisions about their 
public lives. 

From the general affirmative First Amendment theory Chafee out- 
lines a specific role that the press should play in a 2Othcentury democ- 
racy, as  well as clear guidelines on press responsibility. Ultimately, how- 
ever, Chafee's findings on the press's role amount to little more than an 
ideal, and his specific suggestions for enacting press responsibility out- 
line what already existed in his time? 

According to Chafee's affirmative theory, the role of the press is pub  
lic service. In fact, much of Government urtd Muss Communications is 
devoted to an explanation of why the media are not fulfillii that role, 
which, Chafee argues, has happened because of the ownership of the 
medii: T h e  means of production are owned and controlled by private 
groups who are not the servants of the people, not ultimately represen- 
tative of their interests, and therefore do not fit into a coherent concept 
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of public service."' Chafee repeatedly returns to the theme of public ser- 
vice, which is clearly the primary role of the press under his theory. 

But "public service" could mean almost anything; in fact, any of the 
four theories covered here could use it as a definition of the function of 
the press, but each would mean something different by it. Chafee goes 
on to define it further, this time in language reminiscent of the market- 
place of ideas. Newspapers and other news media, he suggests, can aid 
the public by 'serv[im~l as better instrumentalities for the attainment 
and spread of truth on matters important in the kind of society we 
desire.% Chafee acknowledges that the press may not 6nd truth, but 
that is not the issue. Rather, the role of the press is to expand society's 
options for discussion. And t h e  press need not expound on all 
topics-only those issues that will help meate a society that 'we" think 
is best are relevant. Unfortunately, Chafee explains neither who 'we" 
are nor what the criteria are for that society. 

One criterion for that society might be an acceptance of diversity, for 
the provision of diverse views is another role Chafee would have the 
press fulfill. In fact, much of his theory from his recommendations for a 
right of reply in the print media to his advocacy of fairness within broad- 
casting rests on the notion of diversity. He favors government interven- 
tion in broadcasting on the macro-level to create an overall diversity of 
issues and viewpoints, but micro-level intervention on the individual 
program level is unacceptable. People receive enough information from 
all the media, he argues. His quarrel is with the variety and quality of 
the  information received. T h e  press, therefore, does not need to  
increase the amount of information it passes to the rest of society. 
Instead, the press must now represent more fairly many additional view- 
points. 

Chafee also has a clear view on the specific responsibilities of the 
press, which was accepted by the entire Commission on Freedom of the 
Press: 

Today our society needs, first, a truthful, comprehensive, and intelligent 
account of the day's events in a context which gives them meaning; second, 
a forum for the exchange of comment and criticism; third, a means of pro- 
jecting the opinions and attitudes of the groups in the society to one anoth- 
er; fourth, a method of presenting and clarifying the goals and values of the 
society; and, fifth, a way of reaching every member of the society by the 
currents of information, thought, and feeling which the press supplies.D 

The Hutchins Commission expands on these recommendations in 
the other works, so they will not be addressed here, except to the 
extent that they form the foundation for Chafee's understanding of 
press responsibility. They are not a First Amendment theory, so Chafee 
devotes his work to supplying that perspective. 

Despite his adherence to an  affirmative theory of t h e  First 
Amendment, Chafee sees a very limited role for government to play in 
the press system, except, of course, for broadcast regulation. He does 
suggest that if the print media do not uphold their responsibility to pro- 
vide diversity, government could intervene to achieve, or at least aid in 

b Z auJu,m#m note 4. at 16. 
9. IA at 172. 
10. Id at 6M. S e  .bo Cornmidon on F d o m  of the Rnq A Fra and Rrrpouib* Ifm (l947). 
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achieving, that goal." This does not mean that government could take 
over the mass media system; rather, the government could use one of 
three options Chafe  outlines to decrease the concentration of power in 
the media industry, thus (theoretically) increasing diversity. First, the 
government could break up the media system into smaller, but still fair- 
ly huge, units, thus increasing the number of owners. Second, the gov- 
ernment could view the press as a common carrier of information and 
impose common carrier responsibilities, such as  selling time at a fair 
price to anyone who can afford to pay. Third, the government could aid 
in creating rival medii in situations where existing medii operate as a 
monopoly." 

Chafee, however, finds problems in these options. He does not elabo- 
rate on the third option but argues that the first would give too much 
power to the government, for we would have to trust the government to 
choose which media groups are irresponsible and thus in need of split- 
ting. This would leave the media open to the danger of discrimination. 
At first glance, the second proposal seems much more sensible, given 
the role of the press under Chafee's affirmative theory. Again, the gov- 
ernment's role would have to be limited to avoid the dangers mentioned 
above. But even this limited involvement, at least with the print media, 
is too much for Chafee. The ideal behind making the press into some 
type of common carrier is to increase diversity within the press-a lofty 
goal, Chafee admits. But that implies government involvement in con- 
tent choices, and 'what started as a high moral ideal becomes an ugly 
rule of law."u While it may be acceptable for government to require 
media to sell their product to anyone willhg to pay a reasonable price, 
as the Supreme Court ruled in Associated Press u United States," any 
narrower intervention is undesirable, for three reasons. First, Chafee 
asks, which specific media organizations would fall under common car- 
rier status and thus be required to provide diversity? The New York 
Times would be a logical candidate, he admits, but what about specialty 
publications or those with an admitted bias, such as the New Republic? 
Should they, too, be forced to print a variety of viewpoints? Second, if 
government were to require such responsibility on the part of the 
media, it would have to define responsible behavior specifically, for it 
would be unfair to punish media for violating vague rules. And yet, such 
specific rules would be unworkable. Third, government intervention in 
content would require subjective standards on the part of the govern- 
ment, for example, in the areas of editorial selection, interpretation of 
events and so on. This would lead, Chafee maintains, to 'editorial s u p  
pression," precisely what the government does not wants 
So, though government intervention at a broad level is acceptable 

and, in the case of broadcasting, even desirable, content-based interven- 
tion, even with the goal of increasing diversity, will only hurt the press 
and consequently the marketplace of ideas. Where does this leave press 
responsibility, then? Chafee sees press responsibility as absolutely cru- 
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cial, but he cannot advocate legally enforced responsibility. As a result, 
Chafe's goal is still for the press to be a public servant, but the media 
themselves will have to take charge of implementing that goal. Public 
service, Chafee writes 'represents a moral and professional obligation 
of the press, not a legal obligation. The law can take us only a little way 
toward the ideal of fairness to al l ."I6  The law and courts cannot enforce 
responsible behavior, except in very specific instances such as m cases 
of libel, invasion of privacy and so on. Perhaps Chafee sums up his 
entire theory at the end of his discussion of press responsibility: 

I question whether law can impose more than a low minimum of fairness 
and decency upon the instrumentalities and frame reasonable regulations 
for the orderiy flow of their output through the channels of communication 
to citizens. Compulsion cannot stop any tendency toward meaninglessness 
and vulgarity, and it will do more harm than @ as a remedy for the uncer- 
tainty that truth will prevail Over error. The only direct cure for these evils 
lies in the internal ideals of the enterprises. Organized outsiders can 
improve these ideals by persuasion and approval, but not by force or ate* 
sive financial support1' 

The Affinnative Theories--Thomas Emerson 
Thomas Emerson, like Chafee, outlines in his theory an affirmative 

conception of the First Amendment based on the assumption that the 
marketplace of ideas has somehow not served us  well enough." To 
Emerson, economic forces, which limit access to forums of expression 
for many, have severely infringed on the core values of the First 
Amendment. The marketplace of ideas, Emerson maintains, cannot 
function effectively in a system where the opportunities for widespread 
expression (the media) are available only to a few. The system of free 
dom of expression needs improvement, and his affirmative theory, 
based on the assumption that the First Amendment protects individual 
self-fulfillment through expression, is dedicated to that goal. 

Like Chafee, Emerson maintains that government intervention in 
broadcasting is acceptable while similar intervention in the printed 
press is not. But unlike Chafee, who expects responsible, professional 
behavior even 6rom the non-regulated print media, Emerson would give 
the print media more protection under the Fist Amendment than it 
now enjoys. In fact, Emerson's theory requires less responsibility on 
the part of the press than did the Supreme Court in 1970 (when 
Emerson first outlined his theory), and than does the Supreme Court 
today, at least in the areas of libel and privacy. This seems to contradict 
Emerson's affirmative view of the F i t  Amendment, but apparently he 
has no difficulty reconciling his expectations of press responsibility 
with his views on these areas of the law. 

When Emerson first articulated his affirmative theory, Curtis 
Publishing CO. u. Butts" was the r u l i i  libel case with regard to what 
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types of plaintiff must prove actual malice to win a libel suit against the 
media.m Emerson questions the wisdom of the public figure rule, sug- 
gesting that, a s  would become law for a brief time beginning with 
Roserrbloom tr. Metromedia,” a public issues test would be a more logical 
way to apply the actual malice standard. But not only would Emerson 
protect the press with a public issues test, he would go even further to 
protect all statements of the press. His ‘full protection” theory of free 
dom of expression, he argues, automatically makes libel nonexistent as 
an actionable tort. Emerson does agree that if laws against libel must 
exist, the actual malice rule is a good test, at least ‘in preference to one 
affording less protection to the system.” But, he continues, ‘the actual 
malice rule is inadequate.. .to protect the system of freedom of exp- 
sion.* The Supreme Court’s actual malice rule, while it requires little 
in the way of press responsibility, does require some. Press organiza- 
tions that print statements with reckless disregard for the truth or, 
worse, knowing those statements are false, can be punished. Emerson, 
on the other hand, would do away with all libel law, and consequently 
with even minimum expectations of responsible behavior by the press. 

In the area of privacy, Emerson would extend press protection even 
further. While he acknowledges that the privacy right ‘establishes an 
area excluded from the collective life.. . [and] based on the premises of 
individualism,% he would protect the media’s right to publish material 
violating individual privacy in almost every instance. Despite the fact 
that much privacy law recognizes, at least implicitly, Emerson’s first 
value of self-fulfillment or  autonomy, h e  argues that the  First 
Amendment cannot distinguish between information that is of ‘great or 
small social value or is important or unimportant to the exposition of 
ideas.“?‘ In other words, the division of newsworthy--and thus protect- 
ed-statements from non-newsworthy statements within the area of pri- 
vacy bothers Emerson. Courts and the press should not have to distin- 
guish protected and non-protected publications along this vague and 
everchanging line. The l i e  between acceptable and unacceptable inva- 
sion of privacy, he suggests, cannot be drawn until the private informa- 
tion protected ‘touch[es] the inner core of intimacy.”” Emerson would 
protect only private information concerning such personal, intimate 
activities as childbirth and sexual relations from the press. Here, too, 
the responsibility expected of the press is minimal, if not nonexistent. 
And here, too, Emerson expects less of the press than do current laws, 
at least in most states. 

That Emerson places no burden of responsibility upon the print 
media seems surprising, given his stance on affirmative interpretations 
of the First Amendment. He, however, sees it as logical, for the near- 
absolute protection he gives the press simply mirrors the near-absolute 
protection he gives to the system of freedom of expression in general. If 
one were to look only this far into his theory of press protection, 
Emerson would appear to hold libertarian views. But he does demand 

19.388 us. 130 0. 
20. In Curt& md itr compmim COT, AmdMd Rea v. Walker. the Summe Court extended the ldud malice 

rule to irrludepublic figura rrdl m public o W r  
21.403 us. 29 (1971). 
22.T.Emmorb S)dmarpnr note la at 533. 
23. Id at 545. 
U.Id.tS66. 
2s. Id al567. 
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affirmative action on the part of the government. The law and legal 
institutions, he maintains, should be used to correct the unfairness of 
the system of freedom of expression, for that system does not allow a 
full hearing of non-mainstream points of view: 'Search for the truth is 
handicapped because much of the argument is never heard or heard 
only weakly...the problems in this area do not involve want of power, or 
concern over the limitations imposed by the First Amendment, but 
issues of performance."26 It appears here that Emerson does have 
expectations of the media, for he maintains that the media's perfor- 
mance itself somehow injures the marketplace of ideas. He reconciles 
this stance with his full protection theory of expression by separating 
print and broadcast media." Wit  media are given the fullest protection 
under his theory while broadcast media must endure regulation to 
achieve t h e  goals of the  affirmative interpretation of t h e  First 
Amendment. Those goals, Emerson suggests, are first, to create divers& 
ty in expression contained in the media, and second, to allow more 
groups and individuals access to the media. To achieve these goals, 
three areas of broadcast regulation are permitted: regulation of owner- 
ship and control of broadcast facilities, regulation to achieve "variety 
and relevance," and regulation to control access to broadcasting facili- 
ties.= 

Emerson grounds his differential treatment of print and broadcast 
media in the familiar argument about the relative scarcity of broadcast 
facilities in relation to print outlets. Emerson points out that the scarcity 
involved here is physical, not economic. The government cannot inter- 
vene to correct economic scarcity, but the government is required to 
distribute physical resources fairly. Emerson here holds essentially the 
position the Supreme Court outlined in Red Lion Broadcasting u. FCC," 
in which the Court ruled that the First Amendment right in broadcast- 
ing belongs not to the licensee but to the public; thus the licensee can 
be required to b e  fair and to allow access to his or her  facilities. 
Broadcasters, then, can be "forced" to be responsible, or at least 
responsible behavior is expected of them. And responsibility is defined 
by Emerson as upholding what he perceives to be four values inherent 
in the First Amendment-self-fulfillment, advancement of knowledge, 
creation of an informed citizenry and establishment of a stable society. 
Emerson promotes a double standard when it comes to expectations of 
press responsibility, for the print media can use the four values to ratio- 
nalize irresponsible behavior, while broadcast media are expected to 
uphold them. Never theless, he sees this apparent contradiction as 
acceptable, even necessary, for despite his affirmative stance, he writes, 
'forcing newspapers to cover all 'newsworthy' events and print all view- 
points. . . is liiely to undermine such independence as the press now 
shows without achieving any real diversity."" 

The Checking Value-Vincent Blasi 
The checking value as outlined by Vincent Blasi is perhaps the most 

'typical" of the First Amendment theories discussed here, if there can 
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be such a thii." While it is not a hlly developed theory, it is grounded 
in one of the First Amendment's key goals: the right of citizens to criti- 
cize their government publicly. It is similar to the third of Emerson's 
First Amendment values, the need for individuals to gain as much 
knowledge as possible in order to make informed decisions about p u b  
lic matters; thus it, like parts of the affirmative theories above, is a 
descendant of the marketplace model of the press. Blasi has updated 
this concept, however, by using Justice William Brennan's statement in 
New Yod Times u Snlliuart that 'the ~ t i o n a l  commitment to the princi- 
ple that debate on public issues should be uninhibited, robust, and 
wideopen.. . .* The checking value, therefore, protects the press when 
it attempts to expose abuse of power in public officials." 
As in the other theories discussed so far, government has a specific 

role withiin the checking value. Here that role is, not surprisingly, quite 
different than in Emerson's or Chafe's affirmative theories. Because 
the checking value is based on a press animosity toward government, it 
views government intervention into the system of expression as  
extremely dangerous-at least in most circumstances. Even though 
Blasi believes that the marketplace metaphor likely will not lead to 
truth, he uses it as a rationale for the checking value, for he maintains 
that government intervention in that marketplace is "likely to exacer- 
bate rather than ameliorate the preexisting distortions, thereby adding 
still another hindrance to the quest for truth."" Even though truth is not 
likely to be found, the search becomes far more difficult with govern- 
ment interference. Still, Blasi acknowledges the criticisms of the system 
leveled by the affirmative theorists and agrees that some limited access 
regulation might be positive. Because individuals, as well as the press, 
have the right to criticize and to hear criticism, opportunities for access 
might further that goal. 

Of the four theories examined here, Blasi's checking value offers the 
clearest., narrowest definition of the role of the press. The media, Blasi 
writes, are to be 'critics capable of acquiring enough information to 
pass judgment on the actions of government, and also capable of dis- 
seminating their information and judgments to the general public."" 
While the role of the press under the checking value is clear, the 
responsibility of the press is less so, for Blasi seems to require different 
levels of press responsibility in different situations. He specifically 
develops the press's role and responsibility within the realms of defama- 
tion, newsgathering and public access to the press. 

First, as mentioned earlier, Justice Brennan's opinion in New York 
Times v. Sullivan provides the best Supreme Court articulation of the 
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checking value. Not surprisingly, Blasi enthusiastically supports the 
Court in New York Times. The press should be protected from most 
suits based on criticism of public officials, he contends, for that is the 
primary role of the press in our society. Still, even within this near-abso- 
lute protection for the press, Blasi exhibits certain expectations of press 
behavior. For example, h e  writes that the checking value does not 
require an absolute protection of the press. The actual malice standard 
is desirable, for the public needs to know that the press has some 
accountability. If the press is accountable to no one, Blasi suggests, it 
will have little or no credibility, and thus will fail in its checking func- 
tion. Some responsibility, therefore, is required of the press, even with- 
in the heart of the checking value. In addition, a much greater level of 
responsibility is required of expression beyond the checking value. For 
example, defamation about the private lie of public officials would not 
be protected, unless it were directly related to an abuse of public power. 

Second, Blasi would protect the press in newsgathering situations, at 
least when journalists are called upon to testify about confidential 
sources. Here the journalist’s responsibility is to the checking value 
itself or, perhaps more importantly, to her or his sources. In fact, the 
checking value would protect absolutely the privilege of journalists who 
refuse to divulge names of their government sources of information. 
Blasi justifies this on the grounds that often the only way to obtain 
inside information about government officials is to promise confidential- 
ity to other government employees. To undermine that promise not 
only would be irresponsible, it would harm the future of the checking 
function itself. The checking value protects journalist’s privilege for two 
other reasons as well. First, Blasi suggests, the independence of the 
press would be damaged if journalists were required by the govern- 
ment to testify about codidential sources and information, and indepen- 
dence from the government is key to the checking function. Second, 
protected privilege might enable the press to report more accurately on 
marginal groups, thus benefitting all of society.” 

Finally, Blasi discusses public access to the press in relation to the 
checking value. And as long as public access does not interfere with the 
checking function of the press, Blasi favors at least a limited access by 
the public to the press (he makes no distinction between print and 
broadcasting as do the other theorists). He bases this argument on the 
question of press responsibility-if the press is not adequately repre- 
senting various viewpoints, then those viewpoints have a right to repre- 
sent themselves, at least in a limited sense. If the checking function 
would be served by ‘outsiders who do not share the biases of profes- 
sional journalists about what is ’out of bounds’,” then those outsiders 
need a chance to speak.” In addition, Blasi also favors access if it 
enables individuals to participate more fully in debate on public issues. 
Yet he would in some instances leave decisions on access to the press: 
‘[Wlhether granting access to outsiders will serve the partisan c a m  
paign, and if so precisely what format of access will best do so, are tacti- 
cal questions that are better left to be decided by the news organization 
itself on a discretionary basis than by means of a legislative or judicial 
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generalization.”Y 

Blasi, however, seems not to have made up his mind. Several pages 
later he writes, “the print media should not enjoy total immunity from 
access regulation” and argues that in onenewspaper towns monopoly 
of the media is more dangerous even than government intervention to 
regulate public access. In addition, Blasi supports certain types of 
access to all media, not just monopolies. Narrowly defined right of reply 
statutes are acceptable, for they do not injure the editorial judgment of 
the press. And Blasi goes further: requiring media to sell editorial 
advertising is “constitutionally compelled” because this type of access is 
“an effective medium for the ventilation of unconventional viewpoints.”” 
If the press does not serve the various viewpoints withii public discus- 
sion, if it shirks this responsibility, Blasi believes, the press can and 
should be legally forced to provide access. 

He also makes some general statements about press responsibility 
throughout his work. Like Chafee, Blasi hopes that the press itself c r e  
ates a sense of responsibility, that it “develops an internal ethos that 
emphasizes such qualities as independence, vigor, innovativeness, and 
public responsibility”“ based on the independence of the press from 
government. Journalistic autonomy is a fundamental part of Blasi’s 
notions of press responsibility, for by recognizing the media’s indepen- 
dence, society will encourage the media to think of themselves as a cru- 
cial part of society, which will provide another set of checks and bal- 
ances on government. This in turn will lead, Blasi believes, to a lessen- 
ing of the profit motive in the media, coupled with an increase in the 
media’s understanding of their responsibility to society. 

While press independence is important, and would be harmed by 
government intervention, that independence is limited. For example, to 
allow the press to violate common standards of ethical behavior in the 
name of journalistic autonomy would set the press apart from the rest 
of society, which would, in turn, harm the checking function, Blasi 
believes. Therefore, the checking value interpretation of the First 
Amendment would allow sanctions on the press for unethical behavior 
in newsgathering, even if those sanctions would themselves make 
upholding the checking function more difficult. 

F i y ,  the press’s autonomy is limited by the concept of responsibili- 
ty itself, for whether or not the press is upholding its checking function 
through investigative reporting, ethical newsgathering and adequate 
presentation of information to the public is of “constitutional concern.” 
The system of mass communication and the functions that it serves, 
Blasi writes, are a limited and valuable resource that is much too impor- 
tant to be left simply to the decisions of the media alone. The press 
must be responsible in what it does, for if it is not, our society and gov- 
ernmental system will not survive and flourish. 

The Liberty The0 Edwin Baker 
Edwin Baker’sxGrty theory is primarily a theory of speech protec- 

tion focusing on the value of autonomy or self-fulfillment. In outlining 
his theory, Baker criticizes the suppositions of the more traditional lib 
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eral theories, including the marketplace concept, whose fundamental 
flaw, he argues, has been a separation of ends and means. This sepam 
tion, which Baker terms the "independence thesis," has caused many 
liberal theorists to ignore a fundamental role that speech plays in 
human life because they count as worthwhile only the results of free 
expression, not the process of expression itself.= 

Many legal philosophers use the independence thesis to determine 
the  scope of protection of speech and press under  t h e  First 
Amendment, producing theories that value instrumental, goal-oriented 
speech over symbolic, process-oriented speech. Baker, however, pre  
poses a theory-the liberty theory-that would value the latter. Based 
on the idea of individual autonomy, the liberty theory would protect 'all 
expressive conduct, whether or not intended to communicate proposi- 
tions or attitudes to others, that involves selfexpression or attempts at 
creation, unless the conduct operates coercively, physically obstructs 
others' activities, or otherwise interferes with others' legitimate deci- 
sionmaking authority."a Baker's theory protects the speaker in the act 
of speaking, rather than the speech and its content. In this it differs sig- 
nificantly from, for example, Blasi's checking value, which protects 
expression precisely because of its content. 

Though Baker's liberty theory, which is derived from the first 
amendment's speech clause, applies to individuals who work for and 
who own t h e  mass media, it does  not apply to t h e  press a s  an  
institution." Nevertheless, Baker outlines a theory of press protection 
based upon the First Amendment's press clause. As mentioned, under 
the speech clause individual speakers within the media have, theoreti- 
cally at least, the same speech rights as anyone else. But the press as an 
institution has only what Baker calls defensive rights, which are protec- 
tions against government regulation, 'polic[ingl the boundary between 
government and the press in the way that principles of federalism or 
separation of powers provide some autonomy for various decisionmak- 
ing centers, and in the way that individual rights protect individual 
autonomy from certain forms of government intrusion."" Defensive 
rights, which include protection from search and seizure of material, 
testimonial privileges and protection from regulation, are distinguished 
from offensive rights, which include special access to information and 
other positive rights. The press clause protects defensive rights, Baker 
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maintains, but not offensive rights or special speech rights, which 
include the right to disseminate information, specifically protection 
from gag orders, prior restraint and defamation proceedings. The press 
has only defensive rights because of its institutional nature. Offensive 
and speech rights would allow the institutional press to be irresponsi- 
ble, to violate individual liberty, which because of the liberty theory it 
cannot do. 

An examination of Baker's notions about the press and the liberty 
theory shows a clear picture of the press's role and responsibilities. 
Baker emphasizes two roles or functions that the press under his thee  
ry plays in society: first, the press offers a check on the abuse of power 
by the government, and second, the press provides a nongovernmental 
source of information and entertainment." Baker sees the role of the 
press as primarily instrumental; that is, the press is protected not for its 
own sake, as in the case of speech, but because it provides a good to 
society through the serving of its two functions. 

Because of its instrumental and in~titutional nature, the press does 
not fall under the protection of the liberty theory, and in fact, Baker sug- 
gests, the press has no real right to First Amendment protection. 
Instead, he sees the protection offered the press as a privilege, not a 
right, although certain defensive rights derive from the privilege of con- 
stitutional protection. The press only has protection because of the p u b  
lic interest involved, not because of some inherent status that it might 
claim. For example, several times Baker refers to the privileges offered 
the press, which he sometimes calls "special rights": "Any justification 
of special rights will presumably emphasize the importance of enabling 
the press to serve [its] functions ... The privilege proposed for the press 
is premised on the need to promote an investigative role that provides 
information to the public."" Clearly, these are not rights possessed by 
the press with which it is free to do as it chooses. Instead, these privi- 
leges are based upon an implied standard of press p e r f o r m a n c 4 e  
press has privileges only because of its role in society. 

Here Baker is making a significant statement concerning press 
responsibility, although he does not make his argument in those terms. 
His theory of press protection can be contrasted with more traditional 
liberal theories, which maintain that because of the constitutional p r e  
tection given the press, no real demands can be made upon its perfor- 
mance. Under these understandings of press protection, the wording of 
the Frst Amendment prohibits any interference with the press, includ- 
ing, of course, expectations of accountability or responsibility. This view 
of the Fist Amendment is best summed up in the often-paraphrased 
words of Justice Hugo B k k ,  in several Supreme Court decisions: 'No 
law means no law." 

Though Baker's theory implies that press protection is tied to press 
responsibility, he never addresses the question that logically follows: if 
these privileges are based on certain expectations of the press, what 
happens if the press does not meet these expectations? If the press did 
not, for example, provide the check on abuse of power from govern- 
ment officials or worse, if it should become a mouthpiece of the govern- 
ment, would the privileges of protection disappear? Or if the press did 
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not sufficiently provide information and entertainment, would that 
cause a denial of protection? Theoretically, following Baker’s reasoning, 
yes-if the press did not uphold its functions as outlined, its protection 
would be denied. Clearly, protection of the press rests on the responsi- 
bility it shows in performing its functions. 

Yet, obviously this conclusion raises some difficulties. Where would 
the line be drawn between responsible and irresponsible behavior? 
Would individual media organizations exhibiting irresponsible behavior 
lose their privileges, or would the entire American media system have 
to fail in its duties for privileges to be denied? If the press were not a d c  
quately checking abuse of power, how would we even know? More 
importantly, who would decide when the line of irresponsibility had 
been crossed? Obviously these are difficult, perhaps unanswerable 
questions. Certainly even to attempt to answer them would require a 
much more detailed development of Baker’s theory. 

Other aspects of Baker’s press theory also imply certain expectations 
of press responsibility. His distinction between defensive rights, offen- 
sive rights and special speech rights indicates certain boundaries that 
the press may not cross, or at least that it may not cross with constitu- 
tional protection. In Baker’s theory only defensive rights are given to 
the press under the Errst Amendment, for only these rights are essen- 
tial for the press to f d f i i  its function. Offensive rights, on the other 
hand, while they also might be useful to the press in satisfying its role, 
are not granted because they could be used to violate the liberty of indi- 
viduals. Defensive rights protect the press, while offensive rights would 
give opportunities to the press. And the press does not have special 
speech rights because such rights imply a right to disseminate informa- 
tion. This right is denied to individuals under Baker’s theory, and he 
argues that therefore the press should not claim it, either: 7TIhe1-e are 
no grounds to allow the press to say things that individuals are forbid- 
den to say.”* The press (and public), then, has no right to protection 
from libel litigation or prior restraints. 

Admittedly Baker is suggesting only that the press should have no 
special privileges in communicating information that do not belong to 
the public at large. But implicit here in both offensive rights and special 
speech rights is the concept that the press, like private individuals, 
should not harm the liberty of others, at least in a limited sense. The 
press has certain rights, true, but its rights do not go beyond those of 
the public, and members of the public are certainly held accountable by 
law for their actions. Thus, by implication, the press, too, must be held 
accountable for its actions, particularly when those actions result in 
injury to the autonomy of an individual. Here again Baker’s press t h e e  
ry yields an expectation of press responsibility. 

In addition, the liberty theory itself provides Some insight into the 
press’s role and responsibility. Of course, the press does not fall under 
the liberty theory, but theoretically it may be held accountable to it, at 
least in some circumstances, such as the above example of defamation. 
Under the liberty theory a fundamental value of the First Amendment is 
protection of the autonomy of individuals. Individual speech is protected 
until it becomes coercive or physically intrudes upon the autonomy of 
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another. In Baker's words, 'the integrity and autonomy of the individual 
moral agent must be re~pected."'~ And, he continues, speech (which 
could, of course, be the speech of individual members of the press) that 
disregards the 'integrity of another's mental processes is not protect- 
ed."" 

Thus, there are three types of speech that are not protected under 
the First Amendment '1) speech involved in an actual or attempted tak- 
ing or physical injury to another's person or property; 2) speech 
designed to disrespect and distort the integrity of another's mental pro- 
cesses; 3) speech not chosen by the speaker and which, therefore, can- 
not be attributed to the speaker's manifestation of her substantive 
value."s1 Most likely, the press would not be involved in speech of the 
first type. But it certainly has been involved in the second type, which 
appears quite simii to speech covered in the 'intentional infliction of 
emotional distress" tort that has recently become more prevalent within 
media law. Clearly, here is another example of expected responsible 
behavior: the press (and individuals) cannot inflict emotional distress 
on individuals, or in any way mentally injure another person. The third 
type provides some protection for the press as speaker, for here and 
elsewhere Baker notes that a right of access to the press, as outlined in 
the affirmative theories, is not protected under the liberty theory, for to 
allow an outside individual access to the press would violate the right to 
speak of those within the organization.s2 

Even the independence thesis can be read as containing an under- 
standing of press responsibility. One failure of the liberal tradition in 
Western thought, Baker argues, is its separation of ends and means. 
Under a view of ends as more important than means, the results of com- 
munication are emphasized, while the process of communication is vir- 
tually ignored. This can be applied directly to press activity, with a 
resulting understanding of acceptable press behavior. In gathering and 
presenting material, the press must constantly be aware of the means 
used, for, as Baker points out, under the liberty theory bad means can- 
not yield good ends. Thus, if the press engages in deception, even to 
gain access to material that would genuinely help the public, the result 
is unacceptable under the liberty theory-good ends can only be 
attained through good, ethical means. Given the choice, then, between 
fulfilling its constitutional role and behaving unethically, the press must 
forgo its role. Here responsibility is not to the function the press plays 
in society; instead, responsibility is to the unity of means and ends. 

Conclusion 
All four of the theories presented here find their roots in the larger 

liberal tradition. Each is based on the concept of individual rights, in 
this case, the right of free speech and free press. And each sees the lim- 
itation of government in general, and the separation of government 
from the media specifically, as a fundamental part of freedom of the 
press. Even though all of the theories recommend, or at least allow, 
some intervention in the media system, most would limit that interven- 
tion to a broad-based, content-neutral regulation of the broadcast media, 
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b a d  on the argument of scarcity of the airwaves. 
Beyond those underlying similarities, however, the four theories pre- 

sent different understandings of the role the press plays in our society, 
as well as expectations of press behavior. At first glance, it might have 
been assumed that the  two affirmative theorists-Chafee and 
Emerson-would articulate the most developed concepts of press 
responsibility, for affirmative theories in general are based in part on 
the press's lack of responsibility in providing diversity, Yet Emerson and 
Chafee provided conceptions of press responsibility that differ little 
from current legal understandings of the issue, while the non-affirma- 
tive theorists-Blasi and Baker-presented more fully developed for- 
mulations of the responsibility of the press. 

For Chafee and the Hutchins Commission, responsible behavior by 
the press is crucial. Yet Chafee maintains that responsible behavior can- 
not be legislated; thus press responsibility must come from the profes- 
sional ideals and goals that the press ought to hold. Print media, while 
they should uphold the values of responsibility, could not be forced to 
behave ethically, while broadcast could. Chafee, in essence, has out- 
lined the status quo. 

While Emerson's general theory departs somewhat from the tradi- 
tional marketplace concept, he, too, requires little in the way of press 
responsibility. The print media, in fact, fall under the protection of the 
four values of the First Amendment, thus they can b e  required to 
behave responsibly only in rare situations. In the areas of libel and pri- 
vacy, Emerson expects less of the press than does current law in those 
areas, for he would absolutely protect libelous statements and nearly all 
invasions of privacy. Broadcasting, on the other hand, must uphold his 
four values and, therefore, can be required legally to behave responsi- 
bly. 

Blasi's checking value, though not a full-fledged First Amendment 
theory, expects somewhat more of the press than do the two affirmative 
theories. In libel, Blasi agrees with the actual malice standard, thus 
requiring a minimum of responsible behavior. When a journalist is 
called upon to reveal confidential sources, under the checking value her 
or his responsibility is to the source or the checking value itself. Blasi 
goes further, outlining briefly some aspects of a theory of press respon- 
sibility. Access requirements are acceptable for print as well as broad- 
cast; in fact, access rights are given precisely because the press has not 
responsibly represented all of society. And Blasi would allow sanctions 
against the press for unethical behavior. 

For Baker, protection of the press is given as a privilege based on 
responsible behavior. The press has only derivative rights defending it 
against government regulation; it does not have special affirmative priv- 
ileges. ?he press, like all speakers, cannot harm individuals either phys- 
ically or mentally-again, this provides an example of certain expecta- 
tions of responsibility. And under the independence thesis, the goals of 
the press must be met through ethical means. 

Each theorist, then, has a definite conception of what press responsi- 
bility means, though they do not usually outline their expectations so 
clearly. Surprisingly, the affirmative theories, which on the surface 
appear to offer a new way of looking at the F i s t  Amendment, extend 
the most traditional (in the sense of what actually exists) views on press 
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responsibility, while Blasi and Baker propose more radical views. Yet 
none of the theorists presents a truly radical doctrine, proposing, for 
example, a statutory code of ethics that journalists must follow, or an 
absolute right of access by the public to all aspects of the printed media, 
or a requirement that the press do what it can to equalize power rela- 
tionships in society, or to create a more just society. The suggestions 
and conceptions each offers, while differing somewhat in their scope 
and propositions, fall well within the bounds of traditional liberal theory. 

Finally, what does all of this mean? As explaid above, the tradition- 
al liberal view of the First Amendment suggests that the press cannot 
be required to do anything, certainly not behave responsibly. Yet these 
theorists, who provide four different perspectives from withii that tradi- 
tion, do have expectations of press responsibility. A clear conclusion, 
therefore, can be made: within the scope of traditional liberal First 
Amendment theory, commonly seen as providing freedom for the press 
to do as  it wishes, there are certain expectations of press responsibility. 
These expectations, when drawn out of the various theories of the First 
Amendment put forth by legal scholars, show clearly that even with the 
protection of the First Amendment (and perhaps because of it), the 
press in the United States is not as free in its actions as might appear- 
There are constraints placed upon the press by traditional interpreta- 
tions of the press clause, constraints that require a certain level of 
responsible behavior by the press. 

To take this conclusion one more step, it seems liiely, then, that the 
U.S. Supreme Court and lower state and federal courts, when they use 
traditional liberal theory to interpret the First Amendment, must also 
exhibit underlying expectations of press responsibility. While definite 
claims cannot be made here about the Supreme Court’s understanding 
of press responsibility, there are many examples of the Supreme Court 
requiring responsible behavior of the press, examples similar to those 
found in the four theories examined above, Libel law as articulated by 
the U.S. Supreme Court and privacy law as outlined by many of the 
states both demand a minimum level of responsibility on the part of the 
press. And recently, in &hen u &wks Media Company,u the Supreme 
Court made an explicit statement about press responsibility when it 
ruled that the First Amendment does not offer protection to newspa- 
pers that break a promise of confidentiality to a source. Clearly, then, as 
these four First Amendment theories show, despite the protections of 
the First Amendment press clause, the press in the United States can 
be, and on occasion is, required to exhibit responsible behavior. 
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